Characterizing the frequency-dependent response of amorphous systems and glasses can provide important insights into their physics. Here, we study the response of an electron glass, where Coulomb interactions are important and have previously been shown to significantly modify the conductance and lead to memory effects and aging. We propose a model which allows us to take the interactions into account in a self-consistent way, and explore the frequency-dependent conduction at all frequencies. At low frequencies conduction occurs on the percolation backbone, and the model captures the variable-range-hopping behavior. At high frequencies conduction is dominated by localized clusters. Despite the difference in physical mechanisms at low and high frequency, we are able to scale all numerical data onto a single curve, using two parameters: the DC conduction and dielectric constant. The behavior follows the universal scaling that is experimentally observed for a large class of amorphous solids. Amorphous systems, and in particular glasses, still present major theoretical and experimental challenges. One of the most fascinating and appealing aspects of these systems is the fact that despite the complex, system-specific microscopic details of each particular glass, they share much in common with regards to the measured response of various observable such as their low-temperature properties [1][2] [3] and their aging behavior [4] . A useful tool to probe such systems is the measurement of the response of the system to an external oscillating potential, namely, the frequency-dependent conductance. Remarkably, also for this observable there are robust and generic features which span very different experimental systems, from plastics to doped semiconductors, as described in various reviews [5] [6] [7] .
Amorphous systems, and in particular glasses, still present major theoretical and experimental challenges. One of the most fascinating and appealing aspects of these systems is the fact that despite the complex, system-specific microscopic details of each particular glass, they share much in common with regards to the measured response of various observable such as their low-temperature properties [1] [2] [3] and their aging behavior [4] . A useful tool to probe such systems is the measurement of the response of the system to an external oscillating potential, namely, the frequency-dependent conductance. Remarkably, also for this observable there are robust and generic features which span very different experimental systems, from plastics to doped semiconductors, as described in various reviews [5] [6] [7] .
Here, we focus, theoretically, on electron glasses, which have been the focus of extensive experimental and theoretical research in the last decade [8, 9] , and where Coulomb interactions were reported to have striking effects on the statics [10, 11] and dynamics [12] . In contrast to previous works, here we are able to study the effect of the long-ranged Coulomb interactions on the universal scaling of the frequency-dependent conduction, in a self-consistent way, using the local mean-field approximation which has previously been shown to capture the slow relaxations [13] [14] [15] [16] , aging [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , noise spectrum [22] , temperature-dependent DC conduction [23] and memory effects [24, 25] in electron glasses. We shall show that the typical crossover frequency from DC to AC behavior is governed by the DC conductance and dielectric constant. For example, for a sample with resistance of 1GΩ and linear dimension 1cm, the frequency would be of the order of ω c ∼ 1kHz, and inversely proportional to the dielectric constant.
Model definition. We consider a system where conductance is carried by hopping between localized sites, with unscreened Coulomb interactions between the sites. Within the local mean-field approach, interactions are taken on a mean-field level, yet the occupations are different at every site, in contrast to other mean-field approaches [26] . We note that while this approximation captures the physical phenomena well, as in most meanfield approaches it is not expected to give exact coefficients [27] . Furthermore, the local mean-field approximation might miss certain features of the frequencydependent response, namely, the enhancement of frequency dependent response at very high frequencies due to the negative correlations between closely spaced sites [28] , phononless hopping [29] , and the possible effect of many-particle transitions on the DC conductance [9] . The equations of motion for the occupation numbers n i are [8, 16] : dni dt = j =i γ ji − γ ij , with the rates γ given by Fermi's golden rule [11] :
where the θ-function expresses the spontaneous emission term, M q is the electron-phonon coupling matrix element and ξ the localization length. Throughout the paper we set the Boltzmann constant k B ≡ 1. At equilibrium (or, in fact, any configuration stable with respect to single-particle hops), the occupations numbers follow Fermi-Dirac statistics [16] . While universality in the frequency response of systems with Fermi statistics has been shown for non-interacting models [30] , and the effect of interactions has been studied before using the pair approximation [11, 31] , our approach will allow us to study the effects of strong Coulomb interactions on the response, at all frequencies. The frequencydependent voltage exerted on the system field will result in oscillations in the occupation numbers and energies around their equilibrium statistics, and will lead to a finite current, which at any finite frequency will have both an in-phase and out-of-phase component.
Mapping to an electric circuit. We will assume that the voltage is small, such that we are in the linear response regime. At any instance in time, we can define arXiv:1403.3098v2 [cond-mat.dis-nn] 31 Mar 2014 the instantaneous energy of a site as:
where
is the external potential due to the charges on the leads. For example, if the sample is placed between two conducting parallel plates in three-dimensions, a case we shall present results for later on, we have V ext i ∝ x i where x is the coordinate perpendicular to the plates.
We define a local chemical potential,
i +δµ, we find that:
At zero field, detailed balance assures us that γ ij = γ ji . This is broken by the voltage, and we can expand γ ij = γ 0 ij + δγ ij , with:
where ∆E is the energy difference at equilibrium, N is a Bose-Einstein function of it, and δE = δE i − δE j .
Calculating the total current between two sites, I ij ≡ γ ji − γ ij , combined with Eq. (3), gives:
where we have defined the Miller-Abrahams resistors [32] as R ij ≡ T γij . Combining Eqs. (3) and (2), we can relate δn and δµ:
with the matrix β defined as:
For an oscillating voltage, we have
e iωt . We thus seek sinusoidal solutions of the form δn(t) = δne iωt , δE(t) = δÊe iωt , δµ(t) = δμe iωt . Using Eqs. (4) and (5), we obtain:
We can define a conductance matrix σ ij ≡ 1/R ij , choosing its diagonal elements such that the sum of every column vanishes. Eq. (7) then takes the form:
For non-interacting systems, previous works have generalized the Miller-Abrahams resistor network to linear response at a finite frequency, and found that in addition to the resistances the circuit contains self-capacitances [33] [34] [35] . Eq. (8) also incorporates the Coulomb interactions at finite frequency, and is the main tool which we will use to find the frequency-dependent conductance. The boundary conditions are dictated by the leads; Using Fermi's Golden rule and the Fermi-statistics in the leads, one finds that the rates to the leads are given by [23] :
Expanding around the equilibrium gives:
, with δ µ the change in the chemical potential of the lead, which drives the currents. Using Eq. (3), we find that:
in complete analogy to the Miller-Abrahams resistor network of Eq. (4). It is convenient to define a vector of conductances to the left and right leads, (
. Then, using Eqs. (8) and (9) we find that the problem reduces to the following linear system of equations:
where for i = j we defineσ ij ≡ σ ij , but the diagonal elements ofσ ij also include the terms arising from the currents to the leads, so
This linear equation can be solved for given chemical potentials of the leads, and describes the internal distribution of local chemical potentials. From this it is straightforward to find the currents in the system I jk = σ jk [δµ j −δµ k ], and extract the conductivity (see the Supplementary Information for details). Due to the exponential dependence on distance between sites, the elements of the resistance matrix will be broadly distributed (a property which allows for treatment of the DC conductance in terms of percolation theory [1, 37, 38] ). Similarly, the Fermi-dirac distribution of occupation numbers will lead to a broad distribution of capacitances.
Connection to the system relaxation spectrum.-Eq. (10) can be given a simple physical interpretation. Let us define C = β −1 . Then, Eq. (10) describes a system of entities with self-capacitance C ii , connected with mutual capacitances C ij and resistors R ij in parallel to them. The mutual capacitances arise directly from the Coulomb interactions, since without them the inverse of β is a diagonal matrix. Without interactions, the diagonal elements are n 0 i (1 − n 0 i )/T , which indeed has the physical significance of a local compressibility of non-interacting fermions, clarifying their contribution to the system selfcapacitances. Another interesting observation regards a connection between the matrices R and C and the relaxation of the system back to equilibrium. It can be shown that for small perturbations this relaxation is described by the equation d n dt = A n, with [22] :
where γ is the symmetric matrix of equilibrium hopping rates. The RHS is a generalization of the concept of an RC time, with C and R replaced by matrices, thus generating a whole spectrum of relaxation times, corresponding to the eigenvalues of the matrix A [39] . Notice that C −1 is the inverse of the capacitance matrix, but σ ij ≡ 1/R ij . We also note that in spite of the fact that β and γ are symmetric matrices, A is non-hermitian. The fact that Aβ −1 is nonetheless symmetric is a manifestation of Onsager's theorem [22, 40] , stating that the product of the relaxation matrix and the equal-time correlation matrix must be a symmetric matrix. The relation we have found between the relaxation and the frequencydependent conduction connects two important physical properties of the system. After a transient, which can be very long in certain systems [41] , the system will settle in this steady-state oscillatory solution, where the total current through the system can be found by solving the linear problem of capacitors and resistors.
Numerical solution of the circuit impedance and its universal scaling. The self-consistent set of equations for the site energies can be found iteratively [16] , upon which the matrices σ and C can be evaluated. The impedance at any given frequency can then be found by solving Eq. (10).
While at low frequencies the conduction can be understood within the percolation picture [1, 37, 38 ] (see Fig.  1a ), at higher frequencies currents can occur in localized pairs or clusters, whose characteristic "RC" time equals the reciprocal frequency of the AC driving, as shown in Fig. 1b . This is in line with previous work analyzing the contributions of localized pairs at high frequencies [2, 42] . Note also that the localized clusters of Fig. 1b are correlated with the locations of the percolating backbone of Fig. 1a , suggesting that the conclusions of Ref. [44] can be extended also to strongly interacting systems. Summing the contributions of many such pairs at high frequencies explains the approximately linear dependence of conduction on frequency, until its saturation due to the finite size of the system, as explained in the Supplementary Information.
The transition from the localized pairs to the percolating network as one goes from high to low frequencies is also reminiscent of the structure of the eigenmodes of the conductance matrix, studied in Refs. [39, 45] for the limit of the so-called r-hopping problem, where the temperature dependence of the matrix elements in omitted. There it is shown, using a combination of strong disorder renormalization group analysis and percolation theory, that the high frequency modes are due to localized pairs of points, while at lower frequencies these gradually hybridize leading to localized, finite clusters, which will suppress the frequency dependence [46] . At a critical frequency a percolation transition takes place, and the eigenmodes become delocalized (two dimensions being a critical dimension for the transition). For the more general case where the matrix elements are temperaturedependent, a similar picture where pairs of site percolate at ω c is discussed in Refs. [47, 48] , where it is found that for the non-interacting case ω c ∼ σ DC ∝ e −(T0/T ) α , with α = 1/4 the Mott variable-range-hopping exponent, for a non-interacting system. Fig. 2 shows the real part of the conductance, σ , for a 3d system, averaged over 100 realizations for N = 1000, for different values of temperature and interaction strength. At low-frequencies σ is approximately constant, and the DC value σ(ω = 0) corresponds to variable-range-hopping, as expected [23] . Upon rescaling both frequency and conductance axis according to the DC conductance (known as Taylor-Isard scaling [6, 49, 50] ) the curves do not data collapse. However, when the frequency axis is further rescaled by the DC dielectric constant ∆ ≡ lim ω→0
, all plots corresponding to different temperatures and interaction strengths approximately collapse to a single curve:
as shown in Fig. 2b. Fig. 3 shows the scaled loss peak for this scenario, whose maximum occurs roughly at the crossover frequency from the DC to AC regimes. The data for the different temperatures and interactions is taken below the saturation frequency, and is scaled using the DC conductance and dielectric constant ∆ . Data collapse of the numerical data is obtained for all 66 curves (11 values of interaction strengths, and 6 different temperatures for each). For each interaction strength, the temperatures was varied in the range T /W = 0.05 to T /W = 0.1. The black solid curve shows the result of the effective medium approximation [6] , which captures the behavior qualitatively.
This form of scaling was first introduced by Sidebottom [51] , where he also argued for it in terms of the "Maxwell time" describing current discharge through a medium. Indeed, using the "RC time" intuition it is plausible that both the resistance matrix (which determines the DC conductance) and the capacitance matrix (which determines the dielectric constant) will affect the relevant timescales. In an elegant argument, it was shown that the rescaling of the frequency axis by ∆ is in fact a necessary consequence of the possibility to scale the response at different temperatures [6, 52] . The fact that the data scales tells us that the crossover frequency ω c from the DC to AC conductance regimes is given by ω c ∼ σ(0)/∆ .
It is remarkable that the whole frequency-dependence of the conductance depends only on two parameters associated with the low-frequency limit, namely, the DC conductivity and dielectric constant. The Coulomb in- teractions are known to lead to the formation of a soft gap in the single particle density-of-states (DOS), the Coulomb gap [11] . This modifies the temperature behavior of the DC conductance, suppressing it at sufficiently low temperatures [23] . The inset of Fig. 2b shows that the dielectric constant is also significantly suppressed as a result of the interactions. This is plausible since the Coulomb gap will make it harder to find sites with energies close to the Fermi energy, and hence it will be harder to create a polarization in the system. Discussion. The physical basis for the behavior of σ(ω) has been discussed before in the context of effective medium approximations, the pair approximation and percolation theory [6] . The essential physics underlying the frequency dependent conductance can be illustrated by considering a toy-model one dimensional RC network, consisting of a series of resistors with broadly distributed resistances, each having a capacitor in parallel to it [53] . It can be shown that this simple model obeys the universal scaling, with the value of the capacitor determining ∆ . Within our approach, the interactions will significantly affect the statistics of the distributions of both resistors and capacitors distribution. The formation of the Coulomb gap due to the interactions broadens the distribution of resistors and capacitances. Nevertheless, by rescaling the frequency and conductance axis by σ(0), the DC conduction, and additionally rescaling the frequency axis alone by ∆ , we can account for the complete frequency response at all frequencies using two quantities, ∆ and σ(0). The model which we study here provides a tractable case where the effects of temperature and interactions on the frequency dependent response can be understood. The model also manifests a loss-peak, which using the universal form of scaling becomes temperature independent. The lack of temperature dependence of the rescaled plots agrees with experimental results, yet cannot be captured within effective medium approximations and other theoretical approaches [54, 55] . Our model provides a realistic description that agrees with the experimental results, yet is amenable to analytic treatment, with testable predictions such as the dependence of the dielectric constant on interaction strength, and the universal scaling of the conduction. We believe that it would be rewarding to make experimental tests of these results in electron glasses, and see how screening the Coulomb interactions by putting a metal plate close to the sample affects the frequency dependent response.
UNIVERSAL FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT CONDUCTION OF ELECTRON GLASSES -SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Extracting the conductivity from the steady-state solution From Eq. (10) of the main text we can readily find all currents in the system, as well as the currents to the leads. The total conductance σ will comprise of two contributions: one from the charge tunneling from the leads into the sample, and another mechanism, effective only at finite frequencies, due to the time dependence of the polarization, which produces a change in the surface charge on the lead and thus a current. Hence:
To evaluate the second term, it is useful to use P = j δn j x j , where x j is the component of the site position in the direction of the applied field, and δn is the (oscillating) change in the occupation number resulting from the sinusoidal voltage. Thus:
Frequency-dependent conduction of localized circuit elements
In contrast to the DC conduction which can be described by the flow of current on a percolation cluster [1] , at finite frequency even localized circuit components which are disconnected from the rest of it may contribute to the AC current, as shown in Fig. 1b of the main text. Consider a pair of close in space and resonant in energy sites; this pair will significantly contribute to the AC current, since they have a low value of resistance between them, and a high value of capacitance (since their energies are close to the Fermi energy). The impedance associated with this sub-circuit can readily be found by summing the impedance of the capacitors with that of the resistor, leading to: Z(ω) = R + 2 iωC . Hence:
Thus, this pair will begin to contribute to the AC conduction at a frequency ω c ∼ 1/RC, and at high frequencies compared with this frequency its contribution will saturate at a value of σ max = 1/R.
We can account for the frequency dependence at high frequencies analytically, by summing the contributions of many such pairs. For simplicity let us consider C to be constant, and take R ∼ e r/ξ , where r is the distance between close pairs (i.e., we are ignoring the energy dependence of the resistors, and focusing on the exponential dependence on the tunneling distance). Note that the distribution of distance between close pairs, P (r), has only a polynomial dependence on r. Therefore:
e r/ξ P (r)dt ∼ ωC.
(16) This is the essence of the result of Ref. [2] which also accounts for the logarithmic corrections to this linearin-frequency dependence. Note that for a finite system size, we will have a finite number of pairs contributing to Eq. (16), which will lead to a saturation of the frequency dependent conduction; This can be seen in Fig. 2a of the main text. 
